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Abstract. Currently, technology is thriving, and blockchain technology, as an 

emerging technology, is flourishing, demonstrating an extremely important posi-

tion in the field of computer innovation. Various industries, especially the finance 

industry, are currently more closely integrated with blockchain technology, 

showing a trend towards "blockchain+" development, and are being applied in 

more occasions and links. But everything has two sides. The characteristics of 

blockchain technology reflect the necessity and possibility of its application in 

the field of finance, but on the other hand, the loopholes and drawbacks caused 

by its characteristics also lay hidden dangers for illegal risks in blockchain finan-

cial activities. Many criminals use blockchain technology to rampant criminal 

behavior. Using virtual currency to carry out online pyramid schemes; Illegal 

fundraising through absorbing research and development investment and issuing 

virtual currency; Fraud under the guise of blockchain technology; Spread ran-

somware to claim Bitcoin and disrupt computer information systems; Using 

Bitcoin for cross-border currency evasion, concealing illegal assets, and so on. 

However, there is still a lack of regulatory and specialized laws and regulations 

in relevant departments in China, and there are still loopholes in network tech-

nology. We should improve and enhance it at the technical level and improve it 

at the regulatory system level. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

With the popularity and application of the emerging blockchain technology, there have 

been some economic criminal activities, and the number of criminal cases is also in-

creasing. While blockchain itself has advantages in terms of security and transparency, 

current laws do not specifically target criminal activity associated with the technology. 

On the contrary, they are treated as ordinary economic crimes and thus comply with the 

principle of punishment, so this paper combines the technical techniques and laws of 

three typical blockchain crimes. In practice, it explores the three types of crime coun-

termeasures, the specific crime and punishment, and effectively reflects the principle  
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of legality. Starting with typical blockchain economic crimes, the author analyzes the 
importance and necessity of the particularity of related crimes. To provide important 
reference and basis for promoting the improvement and updating of relevant legislation 
and policies, to provide support for the revision and improvement of laws and norms, 
to help strengthen supervision and management, and to maintain the stability and safety 
of the financial market. To keep abreast of trends in crime and to anticipate new tech-
nological tools that may be used in crime, Strengthen the monitoring and prevention of 
potential crimes, analyze the motives and behavior patterns of criminals, develop more 
effective prevention strategies and security measures, reduce potential risks, and pre-
vent possible crimes in advance.  

As far as the basic laws are concerned, the criminal law norms applicable to block-
chain mainly include the "crime of infringing citizens' personal information", "crime of 
refusing to fulfill the obligation of information network security management", "crime 
of illegally utilizing information network", "crime of helping information network 
criminal activities" and so on. "crime of violating citizens' personal information", "re-
fusing to fulfill the obligation of information network security management", "illegal 
use of information network", "crime of assisting information network criminal activi-
ties", etc., while there are fewer crimes and provisions of general civil law applicable 
to the blockchain. During the rapid evolution of blockchain, the competent authorities 
have issued some non-regulatory notices and announcements for the sake of expedi-
ency, such as "Notice on Preventing the Risks of Bitcoin", "Notice on Preventing the 
Risks of Token Issuance and Financing", "Notice on Preventing Illegal Fund Raising 
in the Name of "Virtual Currency", "Blockchain", and so on. Risk Tips on Preventing 
Illegal Fundraising in the Name of "Virtual Currency" and "Blockchain", and so on. As 
they are not normative documents, they are not enough for regulations, and thus a large 
number of viewpoints on the three common blockchain crimes and a new situation in 
the field of judicial adjudication and practice have emerged in the academic commu-
nity. 

The research method used in the research process of this thesis is are Literature Re-
view - a systematic review of the existing legal literature, regulations, and related liter-
ature on blockchain crimes, to understand the current situation in the field of blockchain 
research, to study this thesis in a clearer and more organized manner; Case Study - an 
in-depth analysis of one or more specific cases of blockchain that currently exist. exist-
ing blockchain one or more specific cases for in-depth analysis, to understand the legal 
issues, judgments, and impact of the case, in the process of understanding for this thesis 
to indicate the direction of the research; Policy Analysis (Policy Analysis) - to analyze 
the formation, implementation and effect of the legal policy to avoid blockchain crimes, 
to find the weak points, and to analyze the reasons for the emergence of the policy, to 
facilitate the subsequent emergence of legal provisions and research. 
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2 THREE TYPICAL TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN 
ECONOMIC CRIMES  

Blockchain is a decentralized distributed ledger with block-chain storage, tamper-
proof, secure, and trustworthy. But its drawbacks such as the bad effects of its crypto-
digital currencies in tandem with the dark web reflect the fact that it has many hidden 
dangers, according to the cluster diagram in the network. There is no relationship between 
the concept of economic crime and blockchain, but we do see links between blockchain and the 
economy and finance, such as "fraud" and "money laundering", so there is indeed an important 
causal relationship between the two concepts[1], In practice, economic crimes directly in-
volving blockchain are mainly concentrated in fraud, illegal absorption of public de-
posits, fund-raising fraud and helping information network criminal activities. Among 
them, "cryptocurrency theft", "ICO financing fraud" and "smart contract loophole ex-
ploitation" are the most common, and it is necessary to conduct in-depth research.  

2.1 Cryptocurrency theft 

Cryptocurrency theft refers to the act of hackers or criminals obtaining another person's 
cryptocurrency through illegal means. This theft can be carried out in several ways, 
including but not limited to: Attacks on exchanges: Hackers break into the systems of 
cryptocurrency exchanges to steal the cryptocurrency assets of their users; Phishing 
sites and fraudulent campaigns: Criminals illegally obtain cryptocurrencies from people 
by tricking them into providing their private keys or mnemonics through phishing sites, 
fake ICOs (Initial Token Offerings) and fraudulent campaigns; Malware and phishing 
emails: hackers develop malware or send phishing emails to steal users' cryptocurrency 
private keys or access to cryptocurrency wallets. 

As a result of the boom in emerging technologies in recent years, many cases of 
cryptocurrency theft have emerged, which has a rich guiding value in the direction of 
our blockchain research. It is estimated that between 2009 and 2018, around US$2.5bn was 
laundered via Bitcoin alone.[2] However, data on illicit activity via cryptocurrency are not reliable 
and one can assume that a large number of cases go undetected because they involve false iden-
tities or unregistered businesses.[3]Therefore, it can be seen that the study of this paper is 
of great significance. The behaviors committed by the perpetrators of the above-men-
tioned digital currencies can be divided into two categories. First, the manufacturing 
behavior (the so-called "mining"), that is, through the use of software on the computer 
(the so-called "mining machine") to create digital currency behavior, the behavior itself 
is not theft, the use of software actors did not transfer possession of digital currency, 
which does not meet the core definition of the act of theft - the core definition of the 
act of theft. This is not in line with the core definition of theft, which is to exclude 
others from the possession of property and to obtain possession of that property, and 
the actor's act of obtaining possession does not constitute the crime of theft. 

In cryptocurrency theft, hackers or criminals obtain other people's cryptocurrencies 
through illegal means. This theft poses a serious threat to the property security of indi-
viduals and institutions by attacking exchanges, hacking into the systems of 
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cryptocurrency exchanges, stealing the cryptocurrency assets of their users, etc. This 
will cause the victim to suffer huge economic losses, and the illegal property obtained 
by hackers to steal cryptocurrencies will eventually be used for illegal acts or fund ille-
gal activities, which is not conducive to the development of social security. 

2.2 Virtual Asset Fraud Based on the ICO Funding Model 

ICO behavior is a new type of financing tool based on blockchain technology to issue 
virtual tokens in exchange for investment, and there are systemic financial risks such 
as information asymmetry, capital allocation mismatch, and underlying technology 
risks. Once the risk is realized, the damage result triggered by the act is serious and 
public. For example, in October 2018, the person in charge of Huizhong Blockchain 
"ran away", in the name of blockchain in the practice of pyramid schemes, the total 
amount of money involved in the case reached more than a billion yuan, of which more 
than 70 people's investment has reached 5 million yuan. Victims claim that such losses 
are unacceptable to the general public. In individual cases, according to the different legal 
attributes of the tokens, the act of attributing currency tokens may violate the crimes of illegal 
absorption of public deposits and fund-raising fraud, while the act of issuing asset tokens may 
violate the crime of unauthorized issuance of stocks, companies, and corporate bonds, and the 
act of issuing currency tokens may constitute the crime of counterfeiting currency.[4] 

The techniques and practices related to ICO fraud are categorized into the following 
four types: firstly the first is fake projects, where fraudsters may release fake white 
papers, roadmaps, and technical specifications under the guise of fake blockchain pro-
jects or cryptocurrencies to attract the attention of investors and entice them to invest. 
Once funds are raised, the fraudster disappears or stops project development. Second 
False Promises: Fraudsters may publish exaggerated propaganda promising high re-
turns or great future value-added potential to lure investors. Third-social engineering: 
deception through the use of social media, emails, or fake websites to spread false in-
formation as a way to trick investors into trusting and funding the project.   

2.3 Smart Contract Vulnerability Exploitation  

A smart contract is an automated contract executed on the blockchain, which is essen-
tially a piece of code whose purpose is to specify how to automatically execute the 
payments in the contract when specific conditions are met. As smart contracts are in charge 
of huge digital assets on the blockchain platform, they are very likely to become important targets 
for attackers; the developers of smart contracts are unable to foresee the special environmental 
conditions that the contracts may face, resulting in the existence of potential security loopholes 
in the contracts written; it is even more difficult to test the security of the smart contracts written 
in Solidity language, etc., which makes it impossible to interrupt or terminate the execution of 
the contracts once the smart contracts are attacked. This makes it impossible to interrupt or ter-
minate the execution of the contract once it is attacked.[5] 

The DAO project was initiated by a blockchain company called Slock. it, which is 
in the business of combining blockchain technology with the Internet of Things (IoT). 
Slock. it initially wanted to utilize Ether to develop its Universal Sharing Slock. it 
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initially wanted to use Ether to develop its "Universal Sharing Network" (UNSN), 
which allows users to share and rent various items such as bikes, cars, houses, etc. 
through smart contracts. Later, Slock. it found this decentralized sharing economy 
model promising and decided to create a more universal and open platform, The DAO. 
The DAO project started crowdfunding on April 30th, 2016, and lasted for 28 days. 
During the crowdfunding period, users were able to exchange Ether for DAO tokens 
(DAO Token), each of which is equivalent to approximately 1 to 1.5 Ether. The DAO 
Token not only serves as a medium of value but also as a right to vote. The DAO Token 
allows users to vote on a variety of project proposals, deciding which ones are worthy 
of funding and in what amounts. The DAO Project was so popular and supported that 
it raised over 12 million Ether, almost 14% of the total Ether at the time, and was valued 
at over $150 million at the time. With over 11,000 users participating in the crowdfund-
ing, The DAO became the largest crowdfunding project at the time and one of the most 
innovative and influential projects in the blockchain space. However, shortly after the 
crowdfunding ended, some security experts discovered several vulnerabilities and 
flaws in The DAO smart contract and warned the community about them. One of the 
most serious vulnerabilities is the so-called "Recursive Vulnerability" (Recursive Call 
Vulnerability), which allows an attacker to call the same function multiple times in the 
same transaction, thereby repeatedly performing certain operations. This vulnerability 
was exploited by hackers to launch an attack on The DAO pool. The hacker first created 
a sub-DAO and transferred some Ether to it. Then, the hacker called the splitter function 
to request that his funds in The DAO be separated and transferred to the sub-DAO. In 
this process, the hacker exploited the recursive call vulnerability by repeatedly calling 
the splitter function over and over again, thus continuously separating more Ether from 
The DAO's pool of funds and transferring it to the sub-DAO. In this way, the hacker 
was able to exchange a lot of Ether for very little Ether, while the Ether in The DAO 
funding pool kept decreasing. The hack lasted a few hours and separated a total of 3.6 
million Ether, which is a third of the total amount of Ether raised by The DAO. These 
Ether were transferred to a sub-DAO controlled by the hackers, but due to the rules of 
the smart contract, the hackers were unable to withdraw these Ether immediately and 
instead had to wait for a 28-day cooling-off period. This gave the community some time 
to figure out how to recoup their losses. 

In recent years, a series of security vulnerabilities in the field of smart contract ap-
plications have occurred frequently, and strengthening the research on security vulner-
abilities in smart contracts has become the focus of the industry's current attention. Cur-
rently, there are various vulnerabilities in smart contracts, including reentry vulnerability access 
control vulnerability, denial of service vulnerability, timestamp vulnerability, etc. Among them, 
reentry vulnerability and denial of service are two frequent vulnerabilities in smart contracts. 
[6]The attacker consumes computational resources or does not return the expected pro-
cessing results, destroying the contract's logic in a short period or certain states, causing 
the contract to fail to execute normally or respond to normal service requests, thus 
"deadlocking". This leads to a huge difference between the actual results of the calcu-
lation and the expected results, which affects the normal logic of the contract and the 
loss of funds, and causes the increase of project tokens and the value to zero, seriously 
jeopardizing economic security. 
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3 EXPLORING THE CAUSES AND OPERATING 
MECHANISMS OF ECONOMIC CRIMES IN THE 
BLOCKCHAIN ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 Causes of blockchain economic crime on and offline 

Lack of relevant regulation 
At present, blockchain technology is still in its infancy, and there is a large lack of 

regulation and governance for it, which has also found loopholes for lawless elements 
to utilize it for financial crimes. In terms of regulation, there is currently no unified 
global attitude towards the regulation of digital currencies. It is because of the legiti-
macy issue and the different attitudes of countries towards the regulation of virtual cur-
rencies that the regulation of the entire blockchain financial market is still in the ex-
ploratory period. But we can still see that some countries have made some efforts to 
achieve this, for example, the Department of Defense (DoD) of the United States 
launched a project to develop an affordable and highly secure supply chain risk man-
agement system that is enhanced by blockchain technology using the uniqueness of 
Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) .The wide range and diversity of blockchain 
applications in the financial field have increased the difficulty of coordinated regula-
tion, from the linkage between sectoral laws such as the bill law, securities law, com-
mercial banking law, company law, etc., to the coordination between different regula-
tors within the financial market, to the consistency of cross-jurisdictional regulation by 
the same regulator, etc., all of which are facing a higher level and more scientific reg-
ulatory exploration. Financial market regulators lack a professional understanding of 
blockchain, which is an emerging technology, and thus lack potential risk prediction in 
the regulatory process. The anonymity and decentralization of blockchain also increase 
the difficulty of risk monitoring and regulation, which is difficult for existing regulatory 
technology to cope with and has limited regulatory effect. 

Technical vulnerabilities and security issues.  
The analysis of the overall blockchain ecosystem security report 2019-2022 of Ouko Cloud 

Chain (OKLink) can conclude that the distribution of security events is highly concentrated. 80% 
of the global security events occurred on the two public chains ETH and BSC, and nearly 85% 
of the losses were concentrated in the three chains ETH, SOL, and BSC; phishing attacks and 
network fraud are the most common attack techniques in blockchain security events. [7]At pre-
sent, blockchain technology is now still in its infancy and there are still many loopholes. 
Compared with the traditional transaction mode, the security of the system applying 
blockchain technology will be improved because of the cryptography used in block-
chain technology, but it is not invulnerable, as the computing power of supercomputers 
continues to progress, the weaknesses of the blockchain technology itself will be more 
and more obvious, for example, today's quantum computers are able to crack the en-
cryption algorithms which are difficult to crack by the most powerful ordinary comput-
ers, and once the password is Once the password is cracked, the transaction information 
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and even the digital signature may be tampered with, and then the secrecy of blockchain 
technology will be reduced to nothing, providing an opportunity for high-tech economic 
crimes. 

Abuse of darknet and anonymity.  
With the development of society, the "advantages" of the "darknet" have been played to the 

fullest by network hackers. Due to the hidden nature of the "darknet" and its decentralized char-
acteristics, it is mostly used by network hackers for trading all kinds of information. Bitcoin has 
become a popular exchange medium on dark web marketplaces.[8] Due to the hidden and decen-
tralized characteristics of the "darknet", it is mostly used by network hackers to trade all kinds of 
information, and the supervisors can only collect and prevent all kinds of criminal information 
in the "darknet", but can't eliminate it completely, and the network hackers can set up a new site 
and use the more ingenious blockchain DNS after they are cracked down. [9]In addition, the 
activities of traditional fraud and pyramid schemes have begun to be carried out offline 
to online. In the blockchain era, even if the illegal and criminal activities on the chain 
are in fact organized and carried out by the subjects under the chain, due to the ano-
nymity of the blockchain, the identities of the parties to the transaction are blurred, and 
the details of the transaction become difficult to trace, so it is difficult for traditional 
crime management methods to trace these subjects from the chain to the subjects under 
the chain. The combination of network marketing and network fraud with the false high 
returns of "blockchain" makes it easier for investors to be deceived and suffer huge 
losses. Blockchain "anonymity" will divide the world into two parts, that is, in addition 
to the user himself, it is difficult for other people to correspond to the chain on the chain 
and the chain off, this feature will greatly impede the accountability of criminal activi-
ties on the chain, which is a new challenge for the governance of crime in the block-
chain era. 

Social engineering attacks.  
A social engineering attack is a kind of "social engineering" to implement the net-

work attack behavior. Social Engineering, also known as information spying, was first 
proposed by Kevin Mitnick, a U.S. network security engineer, in The Art of Counter-
Deception, with the starting point of letting people know how to protect information 
and avoid unnecessary losses caused by personal information leakage. In computer sci-
ence, social engineering refers to a way of communicating legitimately with another 
person to psychologically influence them to perform certain actions or reveal confiden-
tial information. It is often considered as an act of defrauding others to gather infor-
mation, cheating, and hacking into computer systems. In common law systems, this 
behavior is generally recognized as an invasion of privacy. In recent years, more hack-
ers have turned to exploiting human weaknesses, i.e., social engineering methods, to 
carry out cyber attacks. The use of social engineering methods for information collec-
tion at the stamping stage, combining password blasting and locating the target's real 
information to break through the information security defense measures is also the prin-
ciple of its attack on blockchain. Currently, this scenario has shown a rising and even 
proliferating trend. According to Rich Mogull, Director of Information Security and 
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Risk Research at Gartner Group, "Social engineering is the biggest security risk in the 
next 10 years, and many of the most destructive behaviors are due to social engineering 
rather than hacking or sabotage. " Some information security experts predict that social 
engineering will be an important area of confrontation between intrusion and counter-
intrusion of information systems in the future. 

3.2 Explore the operation mechanism from three major types of 
blockchain economic crimes 

With the development of technology, the activities of criminals have evolved. With the 
development of privacy coins and hybrid coin technology, criminals may use block-
chain more skillfully to conduct anonymous transactions, increasing the difficulty of 
regulation. Attacks against smart contracts are likely to increase, and hackers may focus 
on discovering and exploiting vulnerabilities in contracts for illicit gain. 

Cryptocurrency theft 
To keep cryptocurrencies safe, investors usually use cryptocurrency wallets, which 

are categorized into cold wallets and hot wallets, with cold wallets being more secure 
and hot wallets being suitable for frequent transactions. Criminals can invest or mine 
cryptocurrencies through phishing websites and lure victims to these websites through 
various methods. When users enter their wallet private keys on this website, fraudsters 
can easily transfer their assets, there are also some criminals through false identities 
and other fraudulent activities to lure people to provide their private key or mnemonic, 
to illegally obtain their cryptocurrency; malware and phishing emails: hackers to de-
velop malware or send phishing emails to steal the user's cryptocurrency key or access 
to cryptocurrency wallet privileges. 

ICO Funding Scams.  
ICO financing scams are designed to raise money from investors, which may seem 

like an opportunity to get to the bottom of cryptocurrency and have a head start com-
pared to other investors, but it's not. Zhifan Technology and Zhifan Academy released 
the "2022 Blockchain and Virtual Currency Crime Trend Research Report" (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Report"). The Report states that in 2022, the number of fraudulent 
money laundering cases will be at the top of the list, accounting for 30.5% of the total 
number, which is much higher than other types. The main currency involved is USDT, 
with the implementation of the "Criminal Law Amendment (XI)", there is a new un-
derstanding of money laundering crimes, USDT has gradually become a "self-launder-
ing" of the hardest-hit area, and the perpetrator will be sold through the offline or online 
way of selling USDT, exchanged for fiat currencies, and then fiat currencies through 
the "whole to nothing". The mode of cash withdrawal, this mode realizes the conversion 
of USDT → fiat currency and blocks the traceability of the flow of funds by cash with-
drawal, which belongs to the money laundering mode of Article 191, paragraph 1, item 
(2) of the Criminal Law, "Converting property into cash, financial instruments, and 
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securities". Therefore, the formation of the ICO fund-raising fraud, USDT trading cash 
mode since the complete industry chain of money laundering. 

Smart contract vulnerability utilization.  
Compared with the traditional contract, smart contract not only solves the trust prob-

lem but also carries a huge amount of digital asset transactions. However, at present, 
the improper coding and security loopholes of smart contracts have been utilized by 
lawless elements, which has caused many security problems. Therefore, this paper takes 
an Ethernet smart contract as an example, and its operation principle is shown in Figure 
1: 

 

Fig. 1. -Ether smart contract operation principle 

Based on this operating principle, the common security vulnerabilities are: 

Denial of Service.  
The use of software defects, protocol loopholes, resource suppression of services, 

and making it reduce or lose availability is known as denial of service (DoS), and the 
attack behavior that causes DoS is also called DoS attack, the principle is shown in 
Figure 2. The same as the computer network, smart contracts are also facing the threat 
of DoS attacks, but the object of the attack from the server to the contract, when the 
contract has the corresponding security vulnerabilities, the attacker by consuming com-
puting resources or not return the expected results, can be in a short period or in some 
states to destroy the contract's logic, resulting in the contract can not be executed nor-
mally or can not respond to normal service requests, thus "Deadlock". 
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Fig. 2. -Principle of DoS attack 

Code Reentry. 
In Ethernet smart contracts, reentry vulnerability is possible in any case of passing 

Gas redundancy because contracts can call each other. Simply put, an external mali-
cious contract controlled by an attacker interrupts the normal execution logic of the 
target contract by initiating an unintended external call, bypasses the restrictions in the 
code, and re-enters again and again into the internal execution of the target contract to 
perform sensitive operations, thus triggering a reentry attack, which is essentially sim-
ilar to the idea of recursive calls. For example, in August 2021, Cream Finance, a DeFi 
protocol on Ether, was attacked by a reentry vulnerability, in which the hacker operated 
a large amount of funds for transactions through a flash loan, resulting in a loss of more 
than $18 million for the project side. As show in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. - C ode Reentry Principle 
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4 COUNTERMEASURE SUGGESTIONS FOR 
BLOCKCHAIN ECONOMIC CRIMES IN PRACTICE 

4.1 Formulation of Relevant Laws and Regulations 

Initially, efforts focus on extending existing legislation to encompass real-world issues 
associated with blockchain technology. Furthermore, regulations should be amended to 
broaden the scope of legal supervision, such as integrating various forms of digital asset 
transactions into anti-money laundering regulations. Moreover, institutional measures 
for governing blockchain crime should absorb beneficial experiences from abroad and 
merge them with China's national conditions. Finally, while designing legislation, at-
tention should be given to the following: prioritize cybersecurity, emphasize the pro-
tection of personal information, manage data throughout its entire lifecycle, and regu-
late cross-border data flow to safeguard national public interests and the rights of all 
parties. Also, maintains legal moderation, integrates technology into regulation, and 
prevents excessive regulation from hindering technological innovation by balancing 
and defining the relationship between law and technology in the top-level design. 

4.2 Enhancement of Tangible and Intangible Regulatory Mechanisms 

Regulating blockchain finance should not solely rely on legal norms but should be ap-
proached through the entire regulatory system. Initially, it is crucial to embrace the 
concept of "penetrative" supervision. With the emergence of decentralized, cross-de-
partmental, and cross-jurisdictional financial complexities, there is a need to transcend 
the institutional regulatory function rigidity, transitioning from regulatory competition 
to regulatory coordination. Moderate centralization should be adopted to design differ-
ent permissions for regulators, financial institutions, industrial and commercial depart-
ments, judicial departments, and other specific nodes, to meet the needs for judicial 
inquiries and freezing. Regulatory agencies demand the real-name authentication of 
specific accounts and require intermediaries to fulfill their duty of good faith. Secondly, 
it is imperative to fully leverage the "regulatory sandbox" model, as it guarantees the 
government's regulatory position over businesses, promotes product innovation, and 
safeguards consumer interests. Lastly, the regulatory function of self-disciplinary organiza-
tions should be fully released. This includes leveraging advantages in unifying blockchain tech-
nology standards, formulating industry regulations, and standardizing specific operations to ef-
fectively complement legal regulation. For this reason, many governments around the world are 
now looking to regulate for cryptocurrencies, and thus provide an opportunity to audit their 
flows.[10] 

It is important to focus on smart contract auditing and vulnerability repairs. Smart 
contracts utilize technological means to ensure the complete, timely, and sufficient ful-
fillment of contracts, using digital code to guarantee trust and low-cost solutions to 
credit issues in economic activities. It creates a new pathway for resolving credit issues 
using data. However, the decentralization, lack of regulation, and automatic execution 
characteristics of smart contracts establish a perfect breeding ground for criminal ac-
tivities, leading to the emergence of new criminal modes. This presents risks and 
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challenges to the criminal justice system, highlighting the necessity to elevate the safety 
standards of smart contracts. Establishing and promoting safety standards for smart 
contracts, instituting review mechanisms, and ensuring developers adopt best practices, 
will diminish the prevalence of smart contract vulnerabilities.  

Additionally, to intensify supervision and regulation of ICO financing fraud, regu-
latory agencies should enhance oversight of the ICO market, strictly ensuring transpar-
ency and compliance. Moreover, the establishment of relevant regulations to penalize 
non-compliance behavior and the creation of dedicated complaint channels for investi-
gating and promptly addressing investor complaints about ICO projects should be im-
plemented. Furthermore, swift actions should be taken on projects found to engage in 
fraudulent activities. Meanwhile, it is essential to enhance investor education and raise 
their awareness of the risks associated with ICO investments. Investors should seek an 
understanding of critical information such as the project team, and whitepapers, and 
exercise caution towards projects that promise high returns and excessive hype. Inves-
tors should conduct thorough due diligence, and evaluate project credibility, and poten-
tial risks by verifying information from multiple sources. 

Moreover, it is crucial to strengthen the protection measures for cryptocurrencies. 
According to the Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation I. Krasnov, the number of crimes 
in the field of information technology has increased by 25 times and amounted to 294 thousand 
over the past five years, while only a quarter of them was solved.[11] Therefore, the majority 
of cryptocurrencies should be stored in offline cold storage devices to prevent network 
attacks, and funds should only be transferred to hot wallets for transactions when nec-
essary. Additionally, the utilization of multi-signature technology, which requires au-
thorization from multiple private keys to complete a transaction, and the use of hard-
ware security modules to store private keys during usage enhance physical key security. 
To improve security, introduce two-factor or multi-factor authentication for transac-
tions and account access. Higher-level authentication methods such as biometric tech-
nology or hardware tokens can also be utilized. 

4.3 Enhance blockchain data mining and analytics technology 

Furthermore, to address the increased complexity in tracking virtual currencies due to 
mixing pools, privacy computing, zero-knowledge proofs, and other techniques in-
volved in the entire process of fund transfer and circulation, it is crucial to intensify 
research and application of blockchain analysis tools. Investing in and continuously 
developing advanced blockchain analysis tools will enhance the monitoring, tracking, 
and analytical capabilities of transactions on the blockchain. Examples include more 
efficient data storage and retrieval, as well as more advanced data analysis algorithms 
to extract useful information from massive amounts of data, and more advanced privacy 
protection technologies to ensure that user's personal information and transactional pri-
vacy are adequately protected. For example, technologies such as Zero-Knowledge 
Proofs (ZKPs) can help authenticate without exposing detailed information. At the 
same time, analytics tools need to provide more compliance support, including features 
to meet anti-money laundering (AML) and know-your-customer (KYC) regulations. 
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Additionally, through the use of blockchain analysis tools, at the initial stage of case 
assessment, essential indicators of the case's fund pool (such as the scale of the fund 
pool, freezable fund pool scale, recoverable fund pool scale) and the primary virtual 
currency transaction paths are identified. Based on this, a case assessment report is 
generated to aid investigative personnel in quickly grasping significant case clues, 
opening up case analysis approaches, and making informed case decisions. During the 
investigation and evidence collection phase, a vast collection of virtual currency ad-
dress labels is used to trace the funds' origin and to determine if they are linked to 
criminal activities. This facilitates the identification of individuals associated with the 
addresses involved and aids in generating evidentiary letters based on the analysis re-
sults. In the phase of assessing the funds involved in the blockchain, the transaction 
behavioral relationships between virtual currency addresses are visually presented to 
meticulously delineate the complete fund routes and conduct detailed analysis until the 
comprehensive address relationships are fully restored. 

4.4 Enhance the risk perception and security awareness of the public 
and practitioners 

Financial institutions and their regulators should strengthen publicity and education, 
relying on the large coverage group of financial institutions, popularize blockchain fi-
nancial knowledge in various forms, enhance the financial literacy and risk awareness 
of the general public, and avoid blindly participating in the so-called blockchain finan-
cial projects under half-knowledge, especially for the timely warning of the prominent 
risks, for example, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has reminded 
the public through the official website several times that For example, the SEC has 
repeatedly reminded the public through its official website that ICOs carry market op-
eration risks and high risks of fraud. Relevant government departments should also re-
lease relevant information to the public promptly to publicize and educate the public 
and remind them of the risks, for example, the net credit department should produce 
some easy-to-understand publicity materials for blockchain technology to enhance the 
public's knowledge of blockchain; public security authorities should release to the pub-
lic promptly the cases related to blockchain finance to warn the public of the risks; and 
the industry and commerce department should strengthen the statistical analysis on the 
establishment, modification and cancellation of relevant enterprises and provide timely 
warnings to the public of the risks involved. The industrial and commercial departments 
should strengthen their statistical analysis on the establishment, change, and withdrawal 
of relevant enterprises, and make early warning for high-risk enterprises. At the same 
time, it is important to focus on risk education for blockchain financial institutions to 
make them clear about their obligations in safeguarding national interests and protect-
ing users' rights and interests, so that they can comply with the law without jumping 
over the red line, avoid blockchain technology from being used as a tool for crime by 
improving internal control mechanisms and standardizing business operation processes, 
and protect the privacy and other legitimate rights and interests of users. 
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4.5 Promotion of international cooperation and information sharing 

Furthermore, promoting international collaboration and information sharing is a crucial 
measure for combating the frequent occurrence of domestic and foreign money laun-
dering crimes involving virtual currencies. The emergence of widespread money trans-
fer routes across multiple countries has highlighted the need to strengthen communica-
tion and cooperation between countries and regions that engage in virtual currency ex-
change. Establishing a mechanism for anti-money laundering cooperation among or-
ganizations such as the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and its member countries 
is a vital component of global governance. Strengthening domestic and international 
cooperation requires deep international collaboration in areas such as information shar-
ing, evidence collaboration, fund tracking, jurisdiction definition, and distribution of 
work in countries and regions involved in virtual currency money laundering. This 
multi-faceted collaboration process necessitates the establishment and integration of an 
anti-money laundering database based on risk assessment models for suspicious virtual 
currency transactions. This database should be connected online internationally to fa-
cilitate improved information exchange and intelligence cooperation. Additionally, ad-
vancing judicial assistance, after duly considering legal and regulatory differences, is 
essential to achieving consensus on issues such as case jurisdiction, regulatory bound-
aries, and control measures for apprehending criminal suspects. Only through cross-
border mutual legal assistance can effective judicial cooperation be achieved. Lastly, an 
increase in the circulation of digital currencies between countries is unavoidable in the age of 
virtual economies and would contribute to a certain extent to diminishing the anonymity of virtual 
currencies, moving towards enhancing anti-money laundering collaboration between different 
countries.[12] 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The emergence of blockchain technology has offered increased tran sparenc y, security, 
and decentralization to economic transactions. However, as demonstrated in this paper, 
blockchain-based economic activities are not immune to criminal activities. Although 
technological nature makes fraud more challenging, there are still challenges and vul-
nerabilities that enable wrongdoers to exploit blockchain for a variety of criminal be-
haviors. 

This paper has primarily focused on the discussion of typical economic crimes re-
lated to blockchain, presenting a comprehensive analysis of the technical means and 
criminal possibilities. It has summarized the causes of blockchain economic crimes and 
relevant strategies, advocating for comprehensive action across various aspects such as 
raising public awareness, enhancing technical tools, and strengthening regulations to 
efficiently prevent economic crimes in the blockchain. The significance of this disser-
tation research not only lies in the constructive theoretical opinions on blockchain-re-
lated to economic crimes but also in making certain contributions to the improvement 
of related laws, which is conducive to the maintenance of economic security. 
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        The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter's
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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